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La Sape 3OCIETY FOR !MBIENCERS AND 0ERSONS OF %LEGANCE	 AND





DESIGNER LABELS14HENEOLOGISMSLa Sape ANDSapeurs WERECOINEDIN
THE EARLY TWENTYFIRST CENTURY BY #ONGOLESE DIASPORIC YOUTH LIVING
IN7ESTERN METROPOLISES PREDOMINANTLY 0ARIS AND "RUSSELS2 )N THE
TWENTYFIRST CENTURY IT INVOLVES A COMPULSORY TRIP TO%UROPE CALLED






POINTED OUT THE COMPLEXITIES IN THE Sapeurs EXPERIMENTATION WITH
IMPORTED 7ESTERN CLOTHES BUT A MORE NUANCED UNDERSTANDING IS
REACHED BY DRAWING UPON #UBAN ANTHROPOLOGIST &EDERICO /RTIZS
Problems and Tensions in the 
Representation of the Sapeurs, 
as Demonstrated in the Work 






ING ME WITH VALUABLE INFORMATION ABOUT
THEIRWORK 4HANK YOU ALSO TO(ARRIETTE
2EBECCA AND6IRGINIA FOR THOUGHTFUL AND
CRITICAL COMMENTSON EARLIER DRAFTS OF THIS
ARTICLE
æ $IDIER 'ONDOLA @3APEURS IN *OANNE
%ICHER ED Berg Encyclopaedia of Clothing 
and Fashion Volume 3"LOOMSBURY,ONDON
çåææ	æèìí
ç 'ONDOLA@3APEURSæèì
è %LIZABETH , #AMERON @2EPUBLIC
OF #ONGO AND $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLIC
OF #ONGO IN *OANNE %ICHER ED Berg 
Encyclopaedia of World Dress and Fashion 
Volume 1"LOOMSBURY,ONDONçåææ	èìë
)8//'2&80(17LQGG 






@TRANSCULTURATION TOREPLACE SUCHTERMSAS @ACCULTURATIONAND @DECUL
TURATION WHICH REPLICATED THE LOGIC OF COLONIALISM BY EXPLAINING
CULTURAL CONTACT FROM THE PERSPECTIVEOF THEMETROPOLIS!S OPPOSED
TOTHINKINGOFCULTUREINTERMSOFAONESIDEDTRANSFERFROMACIVILISED
METROPOLISTOAPRIMITIVEPERIPHERY/RTIZDREWATTENTIONTOTHECOM
PLEX PROCESS OF CULTURAL TRANSFERENCE BY WHICH SUBORDINATED GROUPS
SELECT AND INVENT FROMMATERIALS PASSED ON TO THEM BY A DOMINANT
CULTURE!LTHOUGHFORMULATEDWITHREGARDTOADIFFERENTSOCIALANDHIS
TORICALREALITY/RTIZSARGUMENTISRELEVANTTOADISCUSSIONOFLa Sape
!Sapeur CANNOT CONTROLWHAT EMANATES FROM A DOMINANT%UROPEAN
CULTURENORCANHEENTIRELYCONTROLHISREPRESENTATIONBYTHATCULTURE
BUT HE CAN DETERMINE TO VARYING EXTENTSWHAT HE ABSORBS INTO HIS
OWNCULTUREANDHOWHEUSESITFORTHEPURPOSEOFSELFFASHIONINGAND
SELFPRESENTATION @4RANSCULTURATION ISNOTASTATICDETERMINISTICSTATE











7HILST THERE HAS BEEN DISAGREEMENT AMONGST SCHOLARS AS TO THE
HISTORICALORIGINSOFLe SapeMOSTSUCHAS'ONDOLAAND-ARTINHAVE
LINKEDTHECORRESPONDINGMOVEMENTASITSURVIVESTODAYTOTHEEMER









é &ERNANDO /RTIZ Cuban Counterpoint: 
Tobacco and Sugar $UKE5NIVERSITY 0RESS
$URHAMAND,ONDONæîîê	æåçè
ê 3EE FOR INSTANCE *ONATHAN &RIEDMAN
@4HE 0OLITICAL %CONOMY OF %LEGANCE
!N !FRICAN #ULT OF "EAUTY IN *ONATHAN
&RIEDMAN ED Consumption and Identity 
#HUR (ARWOOD !CADEMIC 0UBLISHERS
æîîé	 æëìíí $IDIER 'ONDOLA @$REAM
AND $RAMA 4HE 3EARCH FOR %LEGANCE
AMONG #ONGOLESE 9OUTH African Studies 
Review éç ææ æîîî	 çèéí *USTIN$ANIEL
'AUNDOULOU @$ANDIES IN"ACONGO TRANS
-ODESTE +EMETIA AND 0ETER 'ESCHIERE
IN 0ETER 'ESCHIERE "IRGIT -EYER AND
0ETER 0ELS EDS Readings on Modernity in 
Africa /XFORD *AMES #URRY çååì	 æîé
çåê 0HYLLIS-ARTINLeisure and Society in 
Colonial Brazzaville.EW9ORK#AMBRIDGE
5NIVERSITY 0RESS æîîê	 $AVID 4HOMAS
@&ASHION-ATTERS,A3APEAND6ESTIMENTARY
#ODES IN TRANSNATIONAL #ONTEXTS AND
5RBAN $IASPORAS Francophone Studies: 











7HILST THE ARRIVAL OF %UROPEANS IN THE#ONGO CAN BE SEEN TO HAVE
GREATLYINF LUENCEDLOCALTASTEINCLOTHESTHISWASNOTSIMPLYABREAK
INGDOWNOF TRADITIONAL!FRICANCULTURE IN FAVOUROF THEADOPTIONOF
HALFUNDERSTOODELEMENTSOF7ESTERNCULTURE2ATHERAS*USTIN$ANIEL
'ANDOULOUHAS EMPHASIZED THEMEETINGOF7ESTERN AND#ONGOLESE













%UROPEAN FASHIONS IN FAVOUROF TRADITIONAL DRESS THE abacost A-AO












EARLY TWENTIETHCENTURY COUNTERPARTS BY A MIGRANT IMPULSE WHICH
REQUIRES THEM TO TRAVEL TO%UROPE AS PART OF A BROADER AND COMPLEX
PROCESS OF IDENTITY FORMATION12La Sape IN THE TWENTYFIRST CENTURY
IS IMPARTIALANDNONCOMBATANTACTINGASABRIDGEBETWEENTHE TWO
#ONGOS AND THE FACTIONS INVOLVED IN THE CIVIL WARS THAT TOOK PLACE
THROUGHOUTTHEæîîåS13.EVERTHELESSITIS/RTIZSEMPHASISONTHEVARI
ì -ARTIN @#ONTESTING #LOTHES IN




























/RTIZ USES THE TERM TO DENOMINATE THE TRANSFORMATIVE PROCESSES
UNDERGONE BY A SOCIETY IN THE ACQUISITION OF FOREIGN CULTURALMATE











STRICTLYDIALOGIC$IANA4AYLORUSES @TRANSCULTURATION IN/RTIZS SENSE
TODESCRIBEAPROCESSWHICHRATHERTHANBEINGOVERTLYOPPOSITIONALOR
dialecticalHIGHLIGHTSTHEMARGINALISEDGROUPS@VITALITYRATHERTHANTHEIR











æê -ARWAN- +RAIDYHybridity, or the 
Cultural Logic of Globalization 0HILADELPHIA
4EMPLE5NIVERSITY0RESSçååê	ê
æë /RTIZCuban Counterpointæåè
æì $IANA 4AYLOR @4RANSCULTURATING
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4HE PHOTOGRAPHER PROVIDES THE TOOLS TO FIX AND IMMORTALIZE THE
OCCASIONSONWHICHTHESapeurSHOWSHIMSELFOFFWEARINGPRESTIGIOUS






/WING TO THEDOMINANTPOSITION THAT THEPHOTOGRAPHEROCCUPIES
EVEN THOSE WITH THE MOST EGALITARIAN INTENT MAY ULTIMATELY CONSTI
TUTEADISEMPOWERINGACTINTHEREPRESENTATIONOFHISORHERSUBJECTS
!LTHOUGH4AMAGNIAND'IUSTIDIDNOTSETOUTTOCREATECRITICALETHNO



















7HILST4AMAGNISPHOTOESSAYThe Gentlemen of Bacongo çååî	 IS
THEMOSTWELLKNOWNANDWIDELYDISSEMINATEDEXAMPLE'IUSTISLESSER
æí 'AUNDOULOU@$ANDIESçåê
æî (AL &OSTER The Return of the Real: 
The Avant-Garde at the End of the Century 
#AMBRIDGE-!-)40RESSæîîë	
çå &OSTERReturn of the Realæîì
çæ !LICE !LLEN MAKES A SIMILAR POINT
IN DISCUSSING "RAZILIAN FILM IN @3HIFTING
0ERSPECTIVES ON -ARGINAL "ODIES AND
3PACES 2ELATIONALITY 0OWER AND 3OCIAL
$IFFERENCEIN"ABILONIAçåååAND%STAMIRA
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KNOWNWORKSapologie çååî	 IS APARTICULARLYUSEFULBODYOF IMAGES
WHICH ILLUMINATE THE ELEMENTS OF @TRANSCULTURATION INHERENT TO THE
Sapeur224AMAGNIWHOSEWORKHASTRAVERSEDFASHIONPORTRAITUREAND










La Sape 3PANISH DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHER(ECTOR-EDIAVILLA HAS
BEEN DOCUMENTING THE Sapeurs SINCE çååè WHILST "RAZZAVILLE NATIVE













THE RANDOMNESS OF DAILY LIFE IN"RAZZAVILLE4HE APPARENT ARTLESSNESS









BOOK ARRANGED IN NO MEANINGFUL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AND WITHOUT
A CONFIGURATIVE STRUCTURE TO ISOLATE SIGNIFICANT IMAGES THREATENS TO
UNDERMINETHEAGENCYOFHISSUBJECTSANDINSTEADPUTSTHEMUPFORAES
THETICAPPROPRIATIONBYA%UROPEANAUDIENCE4HEWIDECIRCULATIONOF
çç 3EE$ANIELE4AMAGNIThe Gentlemen 







çé &RANCESCO 'IUST IN AN EMAIL TO ME
EXCHANGEDONèæ*ULYçåæè
çê #HRISTOPHER 0INNEY Camera Indica: 
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HISPHOTOGRAPHSTHROUGHTHEPHOTOBOOKANDGALLERYDISPLAYBUTLACK
OFANYEXPLICITORENGAGINGMATERIALTOACCOMPANYTHEMISATRISKOF






IN A STYLE REMINISCENT OF NINETEENTHCENTURY ANTHROPOLOGICAL PHOTO
GRAPHS0HOTOGRAPHINGTHESapeursONEBYONEISOLATEDINBRIGHTAND
EVENLYLITSPACESHISWORKSERVESASAREMINDEROFTHEHISTORICALTRADING
LINKS BETWEEN THE TWO CULTURES AND THE IMPLIED ZEAL OF7ESTERNERS
THROUGHOUTHISTORYTOIMPOSETHEIRTASTESANDSENSEOFDECORUMONTO
COLONIZED INDIGENOUSPEOPLES4HE TWIST IN'IUSTIS SERIES IS THAT THE










IN SELFFASHIONINGBEFORE THECAMERAWHICHBECOMES AN IMAGINATIVE













,AMAMEAND(ASSAN3ALVADORARE JUST A FEWOF THE3APEURS )MET IN
"RAZZAVILLE;=THEYTAUGHTMETOKNOWTHEDIFFERENCEBETWEENAREAL
SapeurANDASIMPLEELEGANTMAN29-ANYOFTHELESSOBVIOUSLYSTAGED




çí 2OSE @"OOK2EVIEW'ENTLEMEN OF
"ACONGOééå




















AREREALPEOPLEANDREAL LIFE SITUATIONS THAT4AMAGNI ISDOCUMENTING












APPROACHOF THE @GRUNGEAESTHETIC IN FASHIONPHOTOGRAPHYPROVIDING
THE ANTITHESIS OF THE GLAMOROUS AND EXOTIC LOCATIONS OF MAINSTREAM
FASHIONSHOOTS3UCHACOMPARISONBETWEEN$AYAND4AMAGNIDRAWS
ATTENTION TO THE CROSSING OVER OF THE TWO GENRES WITHIN 4AMAGNIS
WORKASHEAVILYSTYLISEDFASHIONPOSESANDPERFORMANCESPLAYOUTINAN
ENVIRONMENTTHATREFERENCESADOCUMENTARYTRADITION








èå #HARLOTTE #OTTON The Photograph 
as Contemporary Art ,ONDON 4HAMES 
(UDSONçååé	æèì
èæ )T IS IMPORTANTTONOTETHATTHEREISA
DIFFERENCEBETWEEN7ESTERNAND#ONGOLESE





























DIFFERENT CONTEXT'ONDOLA HAS ASSERTED THATLa Sape IS AMOVEMENT
LADENWITH@POWERFULPOLITICALSYMBOLISMSANDIDEOLOGIESTHATPLAYOUT
DRAMATICALLYINTHEPOSTCOLONIALERA33$RESSINGELEGANTLYISUNDERSTOOD




ING THE BRIGHTLYCOLOURED CONSPICUOUSLY CLOTHED 3APEURS AGAINST A
CRUMBLING BACKDROP OF "RAZZAVILLES DETRITUS AND RUINOUS BUILDINGS
4AMAGNIENCOURAGES THEIR7ESTERN TAILORING TO SHINEOUTEVENMORE
BRIGHTLYTHECONNOTATIONSPERHAPSTHAT@REALFASHIONCANEMERGEFROM
ANYWHEREEVENADEVELOPINGCOUNTRYSUCHASTHE2EPUBLICOF#ONGO





CAME TOBEPRESENTED SPECIFICALLY THROUGH THE SINGLEAUTHOREDBOOK
ORPHOTOBOOK	ANDGALLERYEXHIBITIONASSUBJECTIVEEXPRESSIONRATHER
THANOBJECTIVEDOCUMENTARYAMONTAGEOFGESTURESEXPRESSIONSPOSES




AS *ULIAN 3TALLABRASS HAS OBSERVED IN CONTEMPORARY ART PHOTOGRAPHY





DESIRES AND EXPRESSIVE SELFPRESENTATIONS 0HOTOGRAPHS OF THE Sapeurs
AREINTERSPERSEDWITHCLOSEUPSOFPOLISHEDSHOESCOLOUREDSOCKSSHINY
CUFF LINKSANDFATCIGARSREITERATINGTHEVISUALANDLITERALCONSUMPTION
SO FUNDAMENTAL TO FASHIONAND TOWHAT$EBORAH2OOTWOULDARGUE
ISA%UROPEANAUDIENCESAPPETITEFORTHE@OTHER2OOTASSERTSTHAT@THE
PROCESSOF EXOTIFICATION IS ANOTHERKINDOF CULTURAL CANNIBALISM THAT
WHICH ISDEEMEDDIFFERENT ISCONSUMED SUGGESTING THAT SUCHHIGHLY
èç 2EMY "AZENGUISSA AND *ANET
-AC'AFFEY Congo-Paris: Transnational 
Traders on the Margins of the Law
"LOOMINGTON )NDIANA 5NIVERSITY 0RESS
çååå	
èè 'ONDOLA @La Sape %XPOSEDï (IGH
&ASHION AMONG ,OWER#LASS #ONGOLESE
9OUTH &ROM #OLONIAL -ODERNITY TO
'LOBAL#OSMOPOLITANISMIN3UZANNE'OTT
AND+RISTYNE,OUGHRANEDSContemporary 
African Fashion "LOOMINGTON )NDIANA
)NDIANA5NIVERISTY0RESSçåæå	æëç
èé 'ONDOLA@La Sape%XPOSEDïæëç
èê 4HIS IS AN IDEA USED BY *ULIAN
3TALLABRASSTODISCUSSPHOTOGRAPHER2ICHARD
"ILLINGTONS WORK  3EE *ULIAN 3TALLABRASS
High Art Lite: British Art in the 1990s,ONDON
AND.EW9ORK6ERSONæîîî	
èë 3TALLABRASS @7HATS IN A &ACE
"LANKNESS AND 3IGNIFICANCE IN










RESPOND TO THESE IMAGES THROUGH THE AESTHETIC DETRACTING FROM THE
INDIVIDUALITYOFTHESapeurSVARIEDANDCOMPLEXINTERACTIONSWITHTHE
VALUESANDINSTITUTIONSOF7ESTERNCULTURE38
)N A REVERSAL OF 4AMAGNISMODE OF REPRESENTATION DOCUMENTARY
PHOTOGRAPHER'IUSTIPHOTOGRAPHEDASMALLCOMMUNITYOFSapeursFROM
0OINTE.OIRE OVER A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME IN-AY AND *UNE çååî39
'IUSTI TAKES THEHIGHLYPHOTOGENIC SUBJECT OF THESapeur ANDDEPICTS










IMAGES ARE VISUALLY AKIN TO ETHNOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY OF COLONISED



















èì $EBORAH2OOTCannibal Culture: Art, 
Appropriation and the Commodification of 
Difference "OULDER7ESTVIEW0RESSæîîë	
æçì





éå @&RANCESCO 'IUSTI HTTPWWW
PHOTOSTORYWEEKLYCOMFRANCESCO?GIUSTI
!CCESSEDèå*ULYçåæè	
éæ %LIZABETH %DWARDS Anthropology and 
Photography, 1860-1920 .EW (AVEN 9ALE
5NIVERSITY0RESS	èæì
éç &RANCESCO'IUST INFORMEDMEOF THE
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SHADESOFGREENANDGREYINSTILLINGTHESUBJECTWITHASELFCONSTRUCTED
ELEGANCETHATREFERENCES"AUDELAIRESFIGUREOFTHENINETEENTHCENTURY


















WHICH @EMERGES AS THE REPRESENTATION OF A DIFFERENCE THAT IS ITSELF A
PROCESS OF DISAVOWAL UNDERMINING THE AUTHORITY OF COLONIAL REPRE









AND MINIMISING THE USE OF EDITING PROCESSES FOR AESTHETIC PURPOSES
'IUSTISIMAGESPLAYANIMPORTANTROLEINPROVIDINGEVIDENCEOF@TRANS









éè #HARLES "AUDELAIRE @4HE 3ALON OF
æíéëINThe Mirror of ArtTRANS*-AYNE
)THACA #ORNELL 5NIVERSITY 0RESS æîëê	
ææëçå
éé &RANCESCO'IUST INFORMEDMEOF THE
SapeurS NAME WHICH IS WRITTEN IN UPPER
CASEINANEMAILEXCHANGEDèæ*ULYçåæè
éê (OMI "HABHA @/F -IMICRY AND

































TIONS )T IS INTRINSIC TOLa Sape TOWISH TOBEPHOTOGRAPHEDBUT THIS
CREATESDIFFICULTIESBECAUSEINWISHINGTODISPLAYTHEMSELVESTHEYULTI
MATELYGIVESOMETHINGOFTHEMSELVESTOTHEPHOTOGRAPHER!SapeurMAY
BELIEVETHATHEISTHEONEUSINGTHEPHOTOGRAPHERTOPUTFORWARDCERTAIN
IMAGESOFHIMSELFBUTHECANENDUPBEINGUSEDBYTHEPHOTOGRAPHER
2EPRESENTATIONEMERGESASACOMPLEXCULTURALPROCESSTHESapeurSSTYLE
FUNCTIONSASHISVEHICLEOFRESISTANCETOTHE7ESTBUTITSCLOSEASSOCIA
TIONSWITHTHEAESTHETICUNEARTHSPROBLEMSANDTENSIONSWHENTHECAM
ERASLENSFIXESF LUCTUATINGCONCEPTIONSOFCULTUREANDIDENTITY
éì /RTIZCuban Counterpointæåçè
elizabeth kutesko
)8//'2&80(17LQGG 
